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Summary. Radio continuum emission has been detected
from a planetary nebula in the Large Magellanic Cloud: this
is the first radio continuum detection for any planetary neb-
ula outside our galaxy. The radio flux density is a factor of
two lower than predicted from the Hβ flux. This could be due
either to a two-component morphology or to a stellar contri-
bution to the Hβ emission. We have modeled the optical and
infrared spectrum using the photo-ionisation code Cloudy: a
very good fit is obtained if we assume the nebula is carbon rich.
The derived diameter implies an evolutionary age of the nebula
of < 1000 yr, similar to what is derived from the IRAS colours
alone. The central star, which is of [WC] type, has a much
higher stellar temperature than Galactic [WC] stars showing
similar circumstellar IRAS colours. An explanation could be
that the expansion velocity of the nebula is lower than those of
its galactic counterparts. This radio detection indicates that
accurate nebular luminosities could be determined from their
radio emission for many LMC planetary nebulae.
Key words: Stars: post-AGB, circumstellar matter – Plan-
etary Nebulae: individual: SMP58 – radio continuum: stars
1. Introduction
Radio and infrared observations have become important tools
in the study of galactic planetary nebulae (PN). Radio contin-
uum emission has the advantage over optical emission that it is
not affected by atmospheric or interstellar extinction. The ra-
dio continuum emission can be used to detect PN in obscured
Galactic regions (e.g. van de Steene and Pottasch 1993) and
to determine accurate nebular luminosities. The infrared (I-
RAS) region contains the dust emission which can contribute
up to 80 per cent of the total PN energy budget. From the
IRAS colours the dust temperature can be derived, giving an
indication of the nebula’s physical size.
The study of galactic PN is severely hampered by the lack
of accurate distances. Only the bulge provides a sample at a
well-known distance, but it contains only low-mass planetary
nebulae with old progenitors (e.g., Pottasch and Acker 1989).
More luminous, high-mass PN with young progenitors are not
found in the bulge and, for such objects, the Magellanic clouds
have become the testing ground.
Radio observations of LMC PN have not yet been attempt-
ed due to the need for a sufficiently sensitive instrument. IRAS
data have been available (Schwering 1989) but have not been
used, mainly because until recently the optical positions for
LMC PN were too inaccurate to establish reliable association-
s. Also, the flux densities are at the limit of IRAS detectabil-
ity and require special processing. As a result, the study of
LMC PN has exclusively been based on optical and, in a few
cases, IUE observations. The optical measurements are not
without problems: the observations must be done at signifi-
cant air masses (> 1.2), requiring a correction for atmospheric
dispersion. In addition, the fields are generally very crowded.
The difficulty of obtaining reliable reddening corrections adds
to the uncertainty: recent observations indicate reddening is
significant for some objects (e.g., Vassiliadis et al. 1992a).
In this paper we present the first radio detection of a PN
in the LMC. This PN (SMP58) was also detected by IRAS.
We discuss its characteristics and compare it to other IRAS-
detected PN in the LMC. SMP58 contains a Wolf-Rayet-type
central star (one of four such objects known in the LMC),
which makes it especially interesting. These low-mass stars
show spectra similar to those of the massive WR stars, with
strong carbon and helium emission lines. Following van der
Hucht et al. (1981), they are denoted as [WC] stars, to distin-
guish them from their massive counterparts. [WC] stars occur
in approximately 5 per cent of all galactic PN (taken from
Acker et al. 1992); the four LMC [WC] stars constitute a sim-
ilar percentage of spectroscopically observed PN in the LMC.
They are generally assumed to be helium-burners with little
or no hydrogen envelope: at present there are no theoretical
model calculations available for the evolution of such stars. We
show that SMP58 has bluer IRAS colours than galactic [WC]
stars of similar temperature, indicating a more compact nebu-
la. This conclusion is confirmed by modeling of the spectrum,
and possibly indicates lower nebular expansion velocities.
22. Observations
We observed the LMC planetary nebula SMP58 with the com-
pact array of the Australia Telescope on two occasions. The
array consists of six 22-m antennas: five are movable on a 3 km
east–west baseline and the sixth antenna has a fixed position
3 km further west. During the first observations, the five an-
tennas were placed in a highly compact configuration. The
sixth antenna was not used in the final analysis because of
the uneven uv coverage it would create. There were problems
with the amplitude calibration and we reobserved the source
in June, using a more extended configuration which gave high-
er resolution and allowed use of all antennas. All observations
were done simultaneously at 3 and 6 cm, in blocks at several
different hour angles to improve the uv coverage. The point-
ing was offset from the PN to avoid problems with DC offsets
which can cause artifacts at the field centre. The observations
are summarised in Table 1.
Data reduction was done using the AIPS software package.
The central 75% of the band was averaged in frequency to ob-
tain a continuum database. A large map was made in order
to find confusing sources, which were subsequently removed
through the CLEAN procedure. The flux was determined as
the average between the peak in the cleaned map, and the
value obtained from a gaussian fit to the source. The flux de-
terminations of the June data are expected to be accurate to
better than 10 per cent, in addition to the uncertainty intro-
duced by the the rms noise of the data. The uncertainty is
primarily due to the poor (u, v) coverage and the low signal to
noise of the detections. In addition, the flux density of the pri-
mary calibrator is uncertain by a few per cent: this introduces
a systematic uncertainty in the derived flux densities.
Table 1. AT observations of SMP58
May 1993 June 1993
AT configuration 0.375 6A
wavelength (cm) 3 6 3 6
frequency (MHz) 8640 4800 8640 4800
bandwidth (MHz) 128 128 128 128
Tsys (K) 50 50 50 50
flux calibrator 1934−638 1934−638 1934−638 1934−638
calibrator flux (Jy) 2.59 6.34 2.59 6.34
phase calibrator 0454−810 0454−810 0522−611 0522−611
int. time (min) 90 90 100 100
resolution (′′) 35× 12 72× 22 2.2× 1.6 5.3× 3.7
rms noise 0.16 0.20 0.10 0.10
(mJy/beam)
PN flux (mJy) 0.6: 1.1: 0.84 0.79
uncertainty (mJy) 0.13 0.13
radio position (J2000) α= 05h24m20.7s δ = −70o05′01.5′′
3. The radio–Hβ discrepancy
We detected radio emission from SMP58 at a level of about
0.8mJy at 3 and 6 cm. The 3 cm image is shown in Fig. 1.
The optical position (Meatheringham and Dopita 1991a) of
α = 5h24m20s, δ = −70o05′03′′ (J2000) agrees to within 2′′
with the more accurate radio position, leaving no doubt that
the detected radio emission originates from the planetary neb-
ula. The fact that the radio flux densities at 3 and 6 cm are
identical within the uncertainties indicates that the radio e-
mission is optically thin at these wavelengths. In this case the
radio flux density and the Hβ flux should be related by a simple
relation (Pottasch 1984, eq. IV-26) that only requires knowl-
edge of the electron temperature and the amount of singly and
doubly ionised helium; these parameters are given by Monk et
al. (1988), Meatheringham et al. (1988) and Meatheringham
and Dopita (1991a): Te = 11200K, n(He
+)/n(He0) = 0.072,
n(He++) = 0. The Hβ flux predicted from this relation and our
radio flux is log(FHβ) = −12.63 erg cm
−2 s−1. This is consid-
erably smaller than the observed value of log(FHβ) = −12.20,
where we have corrected for the reddening: c = 0.28, derived
from the Hα/Hβ ratio (Meatheringham and Dopita 1991a).
Conversely, the observed Hβ flux with the Hα/Hβ reddening
would predict a radio flux density of 1.9mJy.
The reason for this large discrepancy is not clear. Obvi-
ously both the radio and optical measurements should be re-
peated: if the 3 cm flux density were found to be be less than
0.5mJy, it would change our conclusion that the nebula is op-
tically thin. This error is larger than the estimated uncertainty
on the flux, but the possibility makes additional observations
desirable. A smaller optical extinction would also lessen, but
not remove, the discrepancy.
A possible explanation for the discrepancy could be that
the nebula has a very compact core which is highly optically
thick to radio continuum emission. A Galactic example of such
an object is the planetary nebula M2-9 where the core is so op-
tically thick that it contributes very little flux at 5 GHz: most
of the detected radio flux comes from more extended emission
(Zijlstra et al. 1989). The optically thick component only be-
comes apparent at higher frequencies. Our present results do
not allow us to confirm such a core–halo morphology for SM-
P58. An alternative explanation could be that the observed
Hβ flux is contaminated by line emission from the central s-
tar. This can be tested through measurements of other Balmer
lines, which in such a case would yield different values for the
reddening.
The observed flux density can be used to obtain limits to
the size of the nebula. The fact that the radio brightness tem-
perature cannot exceed the electron temperature allows us to
derive a lower limit to the diameter of the full nebula of 0.08′′
(e.g. Kwok 1986). If an optically thick core is present we
can similarly put limits on the core size, using the fact that
for optically thick emission the brightness temperature is e-
qual to the electron temperature. Assuming that such a core
contributes less than ∼ 0.1mJy at 6 cm, we derive an upper
limit to its diameter of 0.03′′. Using optical measurements,
Dopita and Meatheringham (1991) model the nebula as a very
thin shell with an inner radius of 0.019 pc and an outer radius
of 0.022 pc. The corresponding predicted angular diameter is
0.15′′. This diameter, though possibly not the density struc-
ture, is in agreement with our limit on the size of the full
nebula of > 0.08′′.
In the following section we will discuss IRAS data on PN in
the LMC. Using the IRAS data for SMP58, we will then model
the optical and infrared spectrum to show that the nebula is
possibly more compact than found by Dopita and Meathering-
3Table 2. IRAS sources associated with LMC pn
F (12µ) (Jy) F (25µ) (Jy) F (60µ) (Jy) logF (Hβ)a c log(Ne) ( cm−3) ref logL⋆( L⊙)b IRE
SMP1 0.06 0.24 0.14 −12.46 0.17 3.56 1,2 3.8 1.3
SMP6 <0.06 0.11 <0.16 −12.67 0.50 4.25 1,2,3,7 3.9 0.3
SMP8 0.21 0.50 – −13.74 0.23 3.74 1,2,10 2.5 56
SMP11 0.18 0.30 – −13.15 – – 5 – –
SMP28 <0.24 0.44 – −13.35 – – 5 – –
SMP31 0.13 0.45 <0.12 −12.91 <0.88 4.0 1,2,9 <4.0 >1.3
SMP58 0.15 0.22 – −12.48 0.28 4.82 1,2 3.9 1.5
MG45 0.15 0.32 0.16 – 0.90 – 2,6 – –
SMP61 0.08 0.13 <0.16 −12.48 0.20 4.52 1,2,3 3.8 1.0
SMP85 0.10 0.38 <0.75 −12.42 0.25 >5.0 2,4 3.9 1.4
SMP98 0.16 0.23 0.14 −12.52 0.39 3.86 4 3.9 1.3
MA18 0.08 0.12 <0.14 −12.67 0.07 >5.0 4,8 3.4 2.0
a Hβ fluxes are not corrected for reddening.
b The stellar luminosities are calculated as 150 × LHβ .
c The IRE is derived by simply summing over the IRAS bands and should therefore considered as lower limits, especially for young objects.
references: 1. Meatheringham et al. 1988; 2. Meatheringham and Dopita, 1991a; 3. Meatheringham and Dopita, 1991b; 4. Vassiliadis et
al. 1992a; 5. Wood et al. 1987; 6. Morgan and Good (1992); 7. The position in Meatheringham and Dopita (1991b) is wrong. The correct
position is given in Meatheringham and Dopita (1991a); 8. Vassiliadis et al. 1992b; 9. Extinction from Monk et al. (1988) is considered
as upper limit; 10. The Hβ flux may be in error.
ham.
4. IRAS detections of LMC planetary nebulae
The IRAS detection of SMP58 is given in Schwering’s cata-
logue (1989, here after S89) of IRAS sources in the LMC, with
flux densities of 0.15 and 0.22 Jy at 12 and 25µm. The I-
RAS and radio positions agree within 11′′, leaving little doubt
about their association. The flux densities are reasonable: the
infrared excess (IRE, defined as the ratio of the infrared flux
over the Lyα flux) is about 1.4. Here we determine the IRE
by simply summing the emission in the IRAS bands. Strict-
ly speaking this should be interpreted as a lower limit, since
(especially for young objects) significant dust emission arises
shortward of the 12µm band. We use this value, however, be-
cause it can be compared to determinations for Galactic PN.
In the Galaxy the IRE shows a radial gradient coincident with
the Galactic metallicity gradient. The value of 1.4 coincides
with the average for Galactic PN outside the solar circle and
is about a factor of two below PN in the inner disk (Zijlstra
1990).
S89 lists in total 29 LMC PN with possible IRAS associa-
tions. This listing can now be significantly improved because
of (1) the much more accurate positions for PN now available,
and (2) the availability of the Faint Source Catalogue (FSC)
which covers the full LMC ( S89 only covers the inner regions).
We have correlated both the FSC and S89 catalogues with the
list of LMC PN and selected all sources where the IRAS and
PN position agree to within 15′′: in total 12 associations were
found, with IRAS flux levels between 0.1 and 0.5 Jy. These
sources are listed in Table 2. Several of the associated IRAS
sources appear in both the FSC and S89. In such cases the
two catalogues show generally good agreement in flux densi-
ties and positions; the flux densities given in Table 2 are those
from the FSC. Of the 12 sources in Table 2, only SMP58 is not
listed in the FSC. The large fraction of sources from the FSC
is possibly caused by the fact that in confused regions, where
the S89 catalogue is better, the positional accuracy is lower.
The IRAS colours indicate that the IRAS-detected neb-
ulae are very young objects. The F12/F25 ratios are in the
range 0.25–0.7 and are significantly bluer than the majority of
Galactic PN (Pottasch et al. 1988). This indicates that we
have selected objects which have evolved rapidly towards the
PN phase: the F12/F25 ratio drops rapidly during the early
evolution after the end of the AGB mass loss as a result of the
decreasing dust temperature. At later phases the peak of the
dust emission occurs longward of 25µm, and the F12/F25 ratio
is less affected by further evolution; most of the Galactic PN
are in this phase. The blue IRAS colours in the LMC are the
results of a selection effect, in the sense that a 12µm detection
is in general necessary in order to get a sufficiently accurate
IRAS position, combined with the fact that at the distance of
the LMC the peak of the PN luminosity function is not far
above the detection limit of IRAS. However, it is interesting
that such rapidly evolving objects exist at all in the LMC.
The short post-AGB time scales are consistent with the high
electron densities of most of the objects.
The objects SMP58 and SMP61 have [WC] central stars
(Monk et al. 1988, Meatheringham and Dopita 1991a), based
on the presence of the CIV λ5806 line. Meatheringham and
Dopita also suggest that SMP31 may have a [WC] central s-
tar, because the individual Balmer lines give inconsistent val-
ues for the extinction. Interestingly, these objects are among
the high-luminosity PN in Table 2. As only four [WC] stars
are known in the LMC (Monk et al. 1988), not including SM-
P31, it appears that an unexpectedly high fraction of those
have been detected by IRAS. It is noteworthy that one non-
detected source (SMP38) has a somewhat lower nebular densi-
ty than the detected two, while the other (LM1-64, Pen˜a et al.
1994), is probably more evolved because of its higher stellar
temperature.
45. A model for the optical, IRAS and radio data of
SMP58
An optical spectrum of SMP58 is given by Meatheringham and
Dopita (1991a), We have attempted to model this spectrum
using a modified version of the photoionization code Cloudy
84.06 (Ferland 1993). The following parameters were kept free
in the modeling: the stellar temperature and luminosity, the
inner and outer radius of the shell, the density, chemical com-
position and dust-to-gas ratio of the shell and the distance to
the nebula. The distance is used as an independent check on
the model, since the distance to the LMC is very well known.
A detailed discussion of the method with special emphasis on
the distance determination will be given in a forthcoming pa-
per.
The shell is assumed to be spherical and to have uniform
density. For the star we assumed a blackbody spectrum. As
input to the model we use line ratios from the optical spec-
trum, the IRAS flux densities and the radio fluxes. The HeII
λ4686 line could not be reproduced by the fit. It is proba-
bly contaminated by line emission from the central star, since
[WC] stars are expected to show this line in emission. Possible
contamination of the HI, HeI and CII lines was not considered.
We also ignored possible NIII contamination of the Hδ line.
Table 3a. Observed and predicted quantites for SMP58
λ (A˚) id observed Cloudy Siebenmorgen
3727 [O II] 8.2 9.6
3869 [Ne III] 33.9 34.2
4102 Hδ 25.8 29.8
4267 C II 1.4 1.4
4340 Hγ 47.2 50.6
4363 [O III] 9.0 11.6
4472 He I 6.2 4.2
4686 He II 1.8 0.6
4861 Hβ 100.0 100.0
4959 [O III] 244.7 247.9
5007 [O III] saturated 743.7
5876 HeI 13.1 14.7
6300 [O I] 2.4 1.6
6312 [S III] 1.9 1.9
6364 [O I] 1.0 0.5
6548 [N II] 2.0 2.0
6563 Hα saturated 272.3
6583 [N II] 5.8 5.9
7065 He I 11.1 11.2
7136 [Ar III] 7.7 7.7
7320 [O II] 6.5 7.5
7330 [O II] 6.8 6.1
12 µm IRAS 0.15 Jy 0.10 Jy 0.13 Jy
25 µm IRAS 0.22 Jy 0.29 Jy 0.24 Jy
60 µm IRAS — 0.12 Jy 0.12 Jy
3 cm radio 0.84 mJy 0.86 mJy
6 cm radio 0.79 mJy 0.84 mJy
Table 3b. model parameters for SMP58
parameter value element abundance
T∗ 57300 K ǫ(He) 10.94
L∗ 5330 L⊙ ǫ(C) 9.22:
rin 0.0059 pc ǫ(N) 7.14
rout 0.0237 pc ǫ(O) 8.29
log(nH) 4.95 [cm
−3] ǫ(Ne) 7.12:
distance 50.7 kpc ǫ(S) 6.39
ǫ(Ar) 5.78
Te 12000 K
Msh 0.164: M⊙
rion 0.0101 pc
Θrad 0.041
′′
Mion 0.011 M⊙
IREa 5.5
log F(Hβ) −12.54 erg cm−2s−1
a Here the IRE is calculated as the integral over the dust emission
spectrum; the value can therefore not be directly compared with
those in Table 2.
A comparison of the observed and predicted quantities can
be found in Table 3a. The resulting parameters for the opti-
mum fit are given in the Table 3b. The abundances are log-
arithmic number densities with respect to hydrogen (ǫ(H) ≡
12.00). As additional information we also give the mean elec-
tron temperature, the total shell mass, the ionisation radius,
the angular radius, the ionised mass, the infrared excess and
the (non-reddened) Hβ flux.
The observed line ratios and the radio flux densities are well
reproduced by the fit. Also, the predicted distance is consis-
tent with the known distance to the LMC, which is an impor-
tant validation of the model. The outer radius is determined
exclusively from the IRAS fluxes and is therefore not well de-
termined. However, the model does not reproduce the IRAS
colours particularly well. The reason for this is that the dust
mixture used in Cloudy is not appropriate for carbon-rich plan-
etary nebulae. We have therefore used the final model as input
to the Siebenmorgen dust model, which includes stochastically
heated small grains and PAHs in a radiative-transfer calcula-
tion (Siebenmorgen and Kru¨gel 1992). Both components are
expected to give a significant (or even dominant) contribution
to the 12µm continuum flux in carbon-rich planetary nebulae
(Siebenmorgen et al. 1993). This model predicts IRAS flux-
es in much better agreement with observations, as shown in
the Table. However, we note that no total dust mass can be
derived unless measurements at much longer wavelengths are
available. The shell mass given in the Table should be viewed
with caution.
When we compare our results with those from Dopita and
Meatheringham (1991) (hereafter DM) significant differences
in the shell radius and density are apparent. The main rea-
son is probably our use of the radio flux density rather than
the Hβ flux as measure for the recombination rate: clearly the
discrepancy between these two values needs to be resolved. S-
maller differences can be caused by our exclusion of the HeII
λ4686 line, resulting in a slightly lower stellar temperature.
The stellar temperature is in agreement with the spectral type
and with the Zanstra temperature. The stellar luminosity a-
grees very well with DM. The hydrogen density is somewhat
5higher than determined from the [OII] line ratio (the value DM
used), but the line-ratio method shows large uncertainties at
high densities. Also the mean electron temperature is a little
higher than determined from the [OIII] line ratio. The abun-
dances are in good agreement with the values determined by
DM and indicate a non-type I PN (Clegg 1993). The nitrogen
abundance seems very low. Also the carbon and neon abun-
dances seem to deviate, but these values are very uncertain.
The high (but uncertain) carbon abundance and the agreemen-
t of the Siebenmorgen model with the observed IRAS fluxes
indicate that the nebula is carbon rich.
The derived inner radius is very small for a planetary nebu-
la, and indicates that the nebula is very young. The ionisation
radius implies an angular diameter of 0.08′′. Comparing this
with the predictions from the radio emission shows that the ra-
dio emission is marginally affected by optical-depth effects; the
optically thin radio flux would be about 1.0 mJy. This effect is
insufficient to explain the discrepancy between the predicted
and observed Hβ flux.
We conclude that a very good fit to the observed parame-
ters can be obtained using the radio and IRAS flux densities.
6. Comparison with Galactic [WC] stars
Although few [WC] stars are known in the LMC, they are not
uncommon among Galactic PN. The IRAS detections allow us
to compare SMP58 and SMP61 with their Galactic counter-
parts. [WC] stars are commonly classified as [WCn] where n
indicates the degree of excitation of the star: it ranges from
n = 2 for the hottest (T⋆ ≈ 10
5 K) to n = 11 for the coolest
stars (T⋆ ≈ 2 × 10
4 K). SMP58 and SMP61 both are classi-
fied as [WC4/5] (Monk et al. 1988), with T⋆ ≃ 60000K. The
Zanstra temperatures of SMP58 and SMP61 are in reason-
able agreement with this, at 67500K and 48000K respectively
(Meatheringham and Dopita 1991a). The model temperature
derived above for SMP58 also agrees well with the excitation
temperature.
Fig. 2a shows the distribution of F12/F25 flux ratios as
a function of subtype, for the two LMC [WC] stars and for
all known galactic [WC] stars listed in the ESO–Strasbourg
Catalogue of Planetary Nebulae (Acker et al. 1992). We on-
ly include reliable (FQ= 3) IRAS detections within 15′′. The
colour distribution of the [WC] stars is similar to that of the
general PN population (e.g. Pottasch et al. 1988). Howev-
er, the higher subtypes (cooler stars) show a tendency toward
higher ratios. This agrees qualitatively with the expected evo-
lution: during the post-AGB evolution the stars become hotter
with time (corresponding to decreasing n), while the envelope
expands and cools (decreasing F12/F25 flux ratio). Thus, an
evolutionary sequence can be envisaged connecting the cool to
the hot [WC] stars.
In Fig. 2a, the filled circles indicate sources with F12 >
10 Jy, which roughly corresponds to the IRAS sensitivity for
the LMC scaled to the distance of the bulge: all sources rep-
resented by the open circles would not be detectable in the
LMC. The colours of the two LMC [WC] stars are reasonably
similar to those of galactic [WC] stars of similar flux. However,
the subtype of the LMC stars is much earlier: n = 4–5, where
their galactic counterparts have 8–11. In terms of stellar tem-
perature, the two LMC objects are about twice as hot as their
Galactic counterparts with similar IRAS colours.
We can assign time scales to the IRAS colours by using the
calculated post-AGB evolution for the galactic [WC9] plane-
tary nebula BD+30◦3639 (Siebenmorgen et al. 1993). Fig.
2b shows this track in the full colour–colour diagram, where
the LMC stars are not plotted as they were not detected at
60µm. The time scales assume a constant expansion velocity
of 22 kms−1 . The observed range of F12/F25 flux ratios for
the cool [WC] stars correspond to t = 200–1000 yr after the
end of the AGB. These short time scales are confirmed by the
fact that, of the 15 known [WC8–11] stars, 7 show evidence for
dust emission at K (IR-type D, Whitelock 1985). In contrast,
of the 21 earlier [WC] stars, none are D-type (using data from
Acker et al. 1992 and Zijlstra et al. 1991). K-band dust emis-
sion is only expected in objects where the mass loss has ended
<
∼ 300–500 yr ago (Siebenmorgen et al. 1993). This conclusion
takes into account stochastic heating of small grains.
The IRAS flux ratios of both SMP58 and SMP61 also corre-
spond to such young objects, unlike their Galactic counterparts
of similar stellar temperature. This indicates that both LM-
C objects have more compact dust shells than galactic [WC]
stars of the same temperature. The model fit for SMP58 dis-
cussed above confirms its compactness. Either the stars have
evolved quicker, or the nebulae have expanded more slowly
than their Galactic counterparts. Support for the latter comes
from Wood et al. (1992), who argue that AGB stars in the
LMC have lower expansion velocities by about a factor of two
than galactic AGB stars, due to the lower metallicity of the
LMC. This effect could naturally explain the observed differ-
ence between Galactic and LMC [WC] stars.
7. Other possible causes for blue IRAS colours
We derive a picture above in which SMP58 contains a very
compact nebula which has expanded slowly. However, before
making this conclusion too strong, we should warn the reader
that, if the blue IRAS colours could be explained in any other
way than a compact nebula, the reason to prefer our ionisation
model over the more extended nebula derived by Dopita and
Meatheringham (1991) would disappear. The compactness of
the nebula would then purely depend on whether one accepts
the radio flux density or the Hβ flux. It is therefore necessary
to mention a few ways in which the low metallicity of the
LMC could cause bluer IRAS colours, other than causing lower
expansion velocities.
First, line blanketing in the far-UV could be lower for the
LMC central stars. The importance of this is very difficult
to estimate, since the atmosphere of [WC] stars is highly self-
enriched in some elements (arising from the s-process) but not
in others. However, if the line blanketing is significantly lower
it would cause both the Zanstra temperature and the [WC]
excitation temperature to be somewhat overestimated, which
would reduce the discrepancy in IRAS colours between the
LMC and Galactic [WC] stars. This points requires detailed
calculations which are not yet available.
Second, the IRAS bands contain contributions both from
dust continuum and a number of forbidden lines. If the dust
content is lower, the lines could become more dominant; this
would make the 12µm flux relatively stronger since it contains
more emission lines, where especially [NeII] 12.81µm can be
strong. However, the emission lines are significant for the total
flux only in old, evolved nebulae. For SMP58, Cloudy gives
6an emission line contribution of 0.16% in the 12µm band and
0.02% in the 25µm band.
Finally, the dust composition could be significantly differ-
ent from the composition in Galactic PN. To explain the blue
IRAS colours, one would need a larger contribution of the s-
mallest grains, especially PAHs. It is not clear why a lower
dust content would lead to smaller grains—the grain composi-
tion is probably largely determined by destruction mechanism-
s, both for Galactic and LMC PN.
Of these four effects, a lower expansion velocity seems to
give the more likely explanation for the observed blue IRAS
colours. However, the other effects deserve further investiga-
tion.
8. Conclusions and future prospects
We have presented the first radio continuum detection of a P-
N in the LMC. The radio flux density is considerably lower
than expected from the observed Hβ flux. The object, which
contains a [WC] star, was also detected by IRAS. We show
that all IRAS-detected PN, are likely to be young objects. We
also compare the PN to [WC]-type objects in the galaxy, and
find that the LMC PN has much bluer IRAS colours than its
Galactic counterparts. Our preferred explanation is that its
circumstellar envelope is more compact due to a lower expan-
sion velocity, caused by lower metallicity. This is supported
by a photo-ionisation model fitting of the spectrum of SMP58
However, other possible causes also deserve further study.
Our radio continuum detection indicates that many PN in
the LMC could be detected in the radio, since SMP58 is not
particularly luminous. This raises the possibility of obtaining
accurate stellar luminosities for luminous, high-mass PN. Such
a study has not been possible in our Galaxy because of the
lack of such objects with known distances; as a consequence,
at present it is not known what fraction of PN have massive
central stars (e.g. Pottasch 1992, Dopita et al. 1993). This
discussion also has implications for the mass distribution of
white dwarfs, which originate from PN central stars. A ra-
dio survey of LMC PN appears the best way to resolve this
controversy.
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Figure captions
Figure 1. The 3cm radio image of SMP58, from the June 1993 observations (Table 1). Contour levels are at −0.4,−0.2,0.2,0.4,
0.6,0.8 mJy beam−1 .
Figure 2. a. Excitation class versus IRAS 12/25µm flux ratio for [WC] stars. Open circles: galactic stars with F12 < 10 Jy;
filled circles: galactic stars with F12 > 10 Jy; triangles: LMC [WC] stars. b. IRAS colour evolution of the galactic [WC9] star
BD+30◦3639. Labels designate elapsed time after the end of the AGB mass loss. Open and filled circles as in Fig. 2a.
